Single-probe multistate detection of DNA via aggregation-induced emission on a graphene oxide platform.
Graphene and graphene oxides (GO), or their reduced forms, have been introduced in a variety of biosensing platforms and have exhibited enhanced performance levels in these forms. We herein report a DNA sensing platform consisting of aggregation-induced emission (AIE) molecules and complementary DNA (comDNA) adsorbed on GO. We experimentally turned the AIE molecule on and off by adjusting its distance, which correlates with DNA structures as shown in our computational results, from the GO sheet, which quenches depending on its distance from the graphene plane. The changes in florescence are reproducible, which demonstrates the probe's ability to identify the binding state of the DNA. Our molecular dynamics simulation results reveal strong π-π interactions between single-strand DNA (ssDNA) and GO, which enable the ssDNA molecule to move closer to the graphene oxide. This reduces the center of mass and binding free energies in the simulation. When hybridized with comDNA, the increased distance, evidenced by the reduced interaction, eliminates the quenching effect and turns on the AIE molecule. Our protocol use of the AIE molecule as a probe thus avoids the complicated steps involved in covalent functionalization and allows the rapid and label-free detection of DNA molecules. A simple, rapid method of fluorescent measurement of DNA hybridization in the presence of graphene (oxide) is presented. Conventional fluorescent dyes offer high performance in biosensors. However, labeling procedures are synthetically demanding in time and resources making it less cost-effective. Molecules with aggregation-induced-emission (AIE) property have advantages over traditional fluorescent molecules because of their intrinsic preference for detection as a turn-on probe and their single-molecule detection ability. Previous work has shown AIE dyes act as excellent "label-free" bioprobes with high sensitivity but with limited selectivity. Graphene oxide (GO) with its unique optical properties and affinity to different kinds of biomolecules can be used as an auxiliary to enhance selectivity of AIE dyes. In this work, we report a label-free strategy to detect DNA of particular sequence by water-soluble AIE probes with the aid of GO, supported by the computational explanations for this phenomenon.